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 People like this are also uncomfortable with their emotions. Emotions are healthy… all of them. 
HOW we express them or deal with them can be healthy and appropriate or unhealthy and inappropriate. 
Emotions tell us what we need. For example, if you feel lonely, what are some healthy ways to get that 
need met? What are some unhealthy ways you have avoided your loneliness or found unhealthy (and/or 
controlling) ways to get your need for connection met? 

 

I found this online and thought it summarized what was discussed this week on 
Food Addiction: FAIR and FIRM. 

 

Addiction and Controlling Behavior, Oct 14, 2014   

Addicts, as well as many others, believe that being in control is how to achieve success 

and happiness in life. People who follow this rule use it as a survival skill, having usually learned it 

in childhood. As long as they make the rules, no one can back them into a corner with their 

feelings. People like this often are very uncomfortable with change.  
 
 
This blog post is an excerpt from Finding a Purpose in the Pain – A Doctor’s Approach to Addiction Recovery and 

Healing – by James L. Fenley, Jr., MD; Published by Central Recovery Press (CRP). 
https://lasvegasrecovery.com/addiction-and-controlling-behavior/ 

 

Complete the following sentence with as many examples as you can think of in order to recognize ways you 

may attempt to control other people to get your needs met. 

 

“I attempted to control _____________ by my ______________ because I wanted 

_________________________.”   Then ask yourself what you were feeling and  

consider healthy options to get your emotional need met in the future. 

 

EXAMPLES: 

“I attempted to control my daughter by my telling her she gets all of her organizational skills from me because I wanted her 

to respond and acknowledge something good about me.” I was feeling unappreciated and was trying to manipulate her 

into saying something nice about me. I could have asked her directly to remind me something about me that she likes, 

acknowledging that I was feeling a bit insecure at the moment. I was trying to avoid my sadness and I was passive in my 

attempt to get my need met.  

 

“I attempted to control my husband by my sarcastically telling him I’d hate for him to have to get up off the couch as I stood 

up for the third time to let the dog out …. because I wanted him to feel guilty and know I was angry.” I was trying to 

manipulate him into getting up the next time. I could have told him that I had a long day like he had and was tired like he 

was and would appreciate if we took turns letting the dog out. I was trying to avoid my own anger but I let it out in a 

sarcastic way instead of just telling him.  


